
                                                                                                                                       

Mr John Ramsay                                                                                                Bicheno, 19 April 2022 

Delegate (Chair)   

Tasmanian Planning Commission   

By email: tpc@planning.tas.gov.au   

GLAMORGAN SPRING BAY INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015 DRAFT AMENDMENT AM 2018-03 
CAMBRIA ESTATE, SWANSEA 

Dear Mr Ramsay, 

Thank you for the opportunity to lodge a final submission in this matter prior to the scheduled hearing. 

There is little doubt that this draft amendment is the largest SAP ever considered in Tasmania being over 
3074 ha. 

There is no doubt that, if approved, it will have massive implications for the future of the GSB Council. 

Four long years into this exhaustive process I note the following: 

In correspondence dated the 21st July 2021 the GSBC Planning Department identified the titles subject 
to AM 2018-03 and apparently adopted the Figure 1 plan as submitted by representors rather than the 
Figure 1 plan that was certified by Council.  

Council’s submission then shows numerous maps relating to these titles all materially different to the 
maps and overlays in the Certified Amendment. 

The reserved roads that were identified by several representors as missing (and hence subject to the 
AM) on CT 251306 have now been adduced by Council. They were not present in the Certified 
Amendment or indeed in the Request for the AM. 

Counsel for the Applicant in correspondence dated 22 March 2021 asserted that:  

“The fact that the advertised area of the amendment, comprising the twelve titles, also depicted the 
reserved roads is a consequence that flows from each certificate of title” 

In fact, the advertised area, the Request for the AM and the Council certified Amendment did not show 
the reserved roads on CT 251306, as clearly identified by representors, and the area where they should 
have been is coloured blue to show it is definitively subject to the certified AM.  

After the Commission apparently accepted that the depiction of the reserved roads inside the outer 
boundary of the AM meant they were excluded from the AM, it follows that the non-depiction of the 
reserved roads on CT 251306 means they were included in the advertised area, the request and the 
certified AM.   

Council’s then Planner, Mr Wells, of course had asserted that reserved roads were not depicted on the 
maps and blamed the Scale of the Plans for that omission.  



It is true that the various Certificate of Titles are presented in different scales such as 1:5000, 1:7500., 
1:12500, etc., but when the Plans and maps showing all titles together on one page (or part of a page) as 
in documentation referred to, they are clearly all of a single scale. When some roads and reserved roads 
15.05 meters wide are clearly shown, then all roads should have shown up. 

I look forward to finally get procedural fairness in clearing up these matters and get a ruling on whether 
the titles subject to this AM are as per Certified AM or as per Council modified documentation referred 
to. 

A further issue to be resolved early, I would hope, is that of the Power of Attorney document that was 
submitted to the Supreme Court by Mr Hu and was so devilishly hard to get hold of. It was even not 
without difficulty to get the Commission to  publish a copy on its website. 

It was clearly dated well before the Cambria properties were settled into Chinese ownership and the 
content clearly raises the question as to whether the Land was purchased as agricultural land 
(permitted) or as land planned for tourism development and off the plan Land Sales (Strata Titles). I had 
raised the strata title concern in my original representation but the Planner deftly avoided the issue in 
the S39 report. 

The latter would have required FIRB approval and it remains unclear on whether this was sought and 
granted. 

The variously named “Agriculture Development” companies appear to have developed nothing in seven 
years of ownership 

A final item that needs further investigation is of course the fact that Council Staff had in the years 
running up to the bombshell request for the AM agreed to a commercial in confidence approach to all 
matters Cambria. 

When the Request was received it would have been immediately clear that no commercial development 
was proposed and the requested AM could and should have been workshopped so as to give the 
Planning Authority more time to understand the massive implications of initiation.  

That then Council staff was so committed to getting this AM initiated on the day, without delay and with 
so little notice, on incomplete and incorrect documentation and ultimately succeeded through the most 
disturbing interference in process that this ratepayer has ever witnessed.   

A request for specific information from the current Council made well before the Directions Hearing of 2 
March 2021 (the TPC was copied in to emails by the Council) has to date not met with any response.  

 

Tasmania looks forward to the eagerly awaited Cambria hearing. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Andrew Wyminga 

 


